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Enterprise Information Systems: 8th International Conference, ICEIS 2006, Paphos, Cyprus, May 23-27, 2006, RevisedSpringer, 2008
This book contains the carefully selected best papers of the 8th International Conference on Enterprise Information Sysetms, ICEIS 2006, held in Paphos, Cyprus, in May 2006.
The 4 invited papers and 27 revised and selected papers presented in this volume cover different aspects related to enterprise computing. They were selected from 63...
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Computational Complexity: A Conceptual PerspectiveCambridge University Press, 2008
This book offers a comprehensive perspective to modern topics in complexity theory, which is a central field of the theoretical foundations of computer science.  It addresses the looming question of what can be achieved within a limited amount of time with or without other limited natural computational resources. Can be used as an introduction for...
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Impact Tectonics (Impact Studies)Springer, 2005
From the reviews of the first edition:
"This book presents a wide-ranging view of some of the latest research into impacts and some useful reviews. … The book is richly illustrated throughout with pertinent photographs, maps, diagrams and graphs. … All of the articles are clearly written, contain good overviews of the related...
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The Automotive Chassis: Volume 2: System Design (Mechanical Engineering Series) (v. 2)Springer, 2009
This work serves as a reference concerning the automotive chassis, i.e. everything that is inside a vehicle except the engine and the body. It is the result of a decade of work mostly done by the FIAT group, who supplied material, together with other automotive companies, and sponsored the work. The first volume deals with the design of...
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British Logic in the Nineteenth Century, Volume 4 (Handbook of the History of Logic)North Holland, 2008

	The present volume of the Handbook of the History of Logic is designed to establish 19th century Britain as a substantial force in logic, developing new ideas, some of which would be overtaken by, and other that would anticipate, the century's later capitulation to the mathematization of logic.

	

	British Logic in...
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Pattern Recognition and Machine Intelligence: 4th International Conference, PReMI 2011, Moscow, Russia, June 27 - July 1, 2011, ProceedingsSpringer, 2011

	This volume contains the proceedings of the 4th International Conference on
	Pattern Recognition and Machine Intelligence (PReMI-2011) which was held at
	the National Research University Higher School of Economics (HSE), Moscow,
	Russia, during June 27 - July 1, 2011. This was the fourth conference in the
	series. The first three...
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The Role of Rydberg States in Spectroscopy and Photochemistry: Low and High Rydberg StatesSpringer, 1999

	The aim of this volume is to offer a balanced overview of molecular Rydberg spectroscopy as it has developed over recent decades. Recent evolution has split Rydberg spectroscopy into two apparently distinct fields: the one concerns the low (n=3-5) Rydberg states, the other the very high (typically n>150) Rydberg states. The former is aimed...
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Test Equating, Scaling, and Linking: Methods and PracticesSpringer, 2014

	This book provides an introduction to test equating, scaling and linking, including those concepts and practical issues that are critical for developers and all other testing professionals. In addition to statistical procedures, successful equating, scaling and linking involves many aspects of testing, including procedures to develop tests,...
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Design Computing and Cognition '10Springer, 2010

	This volume contains the refereed and revised papers of the Fourth International Conference on Design Computing and Cognition (DCC'10), held in Stuttgart, Germany. The material in this book represents the state-of-the-art research and developments in design computing and design cognition.


	The papers are grouped under the...
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Solar System Astrophysics: Planetary Atmospheres and the Outer Solar System (Astronomy and Astrophysics Library)Springer, 2014

	The second edition of Solar System Astrophysics: Planetary Atmospheres and the Outer Solar System provides a timely update of our knowledge of planetary atmospheres and of the bodies of the outer solar system and their analogs in other planetary systems. This volume begins with an expanded treatment of the physics, chemistry, and...
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Hepatitis Delta Virus (Current Topics in Microbiology and Immunology)Springer, 2006

	Hepatitis delta virus (HDV), which causes severe acute and chronic liver disease, was discovered nearly 30 years ago following the detection of a novel antigen-antibody system in hepatitis B virus carriers. HDV has continued to surprise and fascinate medical science ever since. This volume reviews recent developments in HDV research, from...
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Indoor Environmental Quality and Health Risk toward Healthier Environment for All (Current Topics in Environmental Health and Preventive Medicine)Springer, 2019

	
		This volume discusses the effects of indoor air environment and pollution in modern buildings on human health. Highlighting epidemiological studies and the determining factors, it offers proposals for improving indoor air quality (IAQ) in different environments. Focusing not only on homes and offices, but also vehicles and aircrafts,...
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